1. **Research question:**
   - state research question later
   - how local can localism be
   - how do these farms support localism

2. Add more Methods and Lenses

3. **Main point**
   - so many businesses muddling goal of true urban agriculture, bring it back to what it should be
   - difference between “universal” localism and “true” localism

4. **Organization:**
   - mixed up/confusing in middle of paper
   - more clearly separate and sequence methods, lenses, main ideas, examples, discussion
   - make purpose of background in beginning of methods section clearer
   - constantly tie back to thesis, difference in between “universal” localism and “true” localism

5. **Examples Section**
   - spend more time describing why these are negative or positive influences
   - explain “armies of researchers” section and use as a transition to next ideas
   - eliminate use of I
   - eliminate use of contractions

6. **Extras**
   - ask about stating thesis ideas in the beginning?
   - “Although in many ways” is strong
   - eliminate use of the word “whore” (?)